Abstract-We demonstrate a new approach that yields exponential speedup of communication events in discrete event simulations (DES) of mobile wireless networks. With the trending explosive growth of wireless devices including Internet of things devices, it is important to have the capability to simulate wireless networks at large scale accurately. Unfortunately, current simulation techniques are inadequate for large-scale network simulation especially at high rate of total transmission events due to poor performance scaling. This has limited many studies to much smaller sizes than desired. We propose a method for attaining high fidelity DES of mobile wireless networks that leverages (i) path loss of transmissions and (ii) the relatively slower topology changes in a high transmission rate environment. Our approach averages a runtime of k(r)O(log N) per event, where N is the number of simulated wireless nodes, r is a factor of maximum transmission range, and k(r) is typically constant obeying k(r) N.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks are ubiquitous. The de facto, costeffective method for studying wireless networks is the use of discrete event simulation (DES). A DES of wireless networks has two fundamental event classes: (i) mobility and (ii) communication. On simulated wireless nodes, mobility events change their motion velocity while communication events effect their data transmissions and receptions. The simulation of these events poses challenges that are generally not applicable to wired network simulations. The shared medium access for wireless networks and topology changes, imply that their simulators need to account for much more complicated channel models and inherent communication interference as well as node mobility. Despite these complications, DES remains the cost-effective approach for investigating the performance of protocols and applications in wireless networks.
The current standard approach for simulating wireless networks takes prohibitively long to simulate practical networks consisting of hundreds of wireless nodes and beyond on a day scale [1] - [3] . In standard simulation of wireless networks of N nodes, simulating a mobility event just involves updating the motion parameter of a node (e.g., velocity), which can be executed in time O (1) . Many simulators schedule data reception events at each node in the channel of the transmitter irrespective of distance from transmitter. This is due to the inherent broadcast nature of wireless mediums. Even with ignoring nodes beyond a certain range, the communication event has a complexity of O(N ) because it involves querying every node for potential reception. The O(N ) cost per communication event limits current wireless simulations to hundreds of nodes over a day scale. Even if many computing cores are used to attain some speedup and size through parallel DES (PDES), the scaling of such simulations is meager [2] , [4] . The poor parallel scaling is due to the high inter-process communication required in simulating communication events with simple distribution of workload for wireless network simulation. For example, in [2] and [4] , PDES scaling over serial DES were shown to be about 2X on an 8-processor run and 6X and 2X speedup on a 16-processor run of a wireless network simulation. It is our belief that relatively poor performance scaling is the reason behind very limited publications on performance of PDES for parallel wireless network simulations as noted by Nekovee and Saksena in [5] .
Our work describes a novel approach to speed up DES of large-scale wireless networks. We describe how our work can be deployed in a PDES environment but focus our studies on (serial) DES. The ns-3 network simulator used in one of our simulations currently does not provide a PDES implementation for wireless networks; ns-3's PDES is limited to wired networks. This means that our approach's performance in a PDES environment could not be given a complete treatment as of this writing. Our simulations demonstrate the performance improvements for a single processor run (DES) over the current approach and should extend to a PDES.
The need to have significantly faster DES simulators for large-scale wireless networks stems from problems of interest in academia, industry, and military sectors. In [1] , the authors highlight some of the requirements for a high fidelity largescale network simulator and propose a framework for attaining this called SWAN -Simulation of Wireless Ad hoc Networks. The main idea of the work was the ability to approximate spatio-temporal wireless channel effects with simplified stochastic equations and thereby enable better parallelism of simulation from reduced inter-process communication for channel effects simulation. However, its main drawbacks are that SWAN has long been unmaintained and its incorporation into well-established network simulators looks daunting. The authors simulate 1,000 seconds of a network of 10,000 nodes in 10 hrs on a 5 processor run, where each simulated node only generated at most 1 packet per 20 seconds [1] . In [5] , the authors recognize that a major obstacle to attain faster simulation of wireless networks is the significant computational resources spent in the simulation of interference in wireless medium. As noted in their work, and corroborated with our results on simulation fidelity, much of the interference simulation is unnecessary beyond certain ranges. The authors proposed an approach to reduce computation by limiting interference modeling to beyond a factor of the transmission range (in their paper, they chose the factor to be 2). We call this idea of truncating communication events beyond a certain range "clipping" and it is a key enabler of our approach. A drawback of clipping is it still relies on a brute-force O(N ) algorithm to determine receptions. This essentially means that their clipping still follows an O(N ) algorithm to determine reception events to schedule. Our work's novelty is that clipping can be efficiently done in O(log N ) and yield orders of magnitude improvement over traditional schemes, such as employed in ns-3 and OPNET simulators, for large-scale wireless network simulation.
We describe an approach that exponentially speeds up the simulation runtime of a single communication event from O(N ) to O(log N ) at the cost of increasing the runtime of motion events from O(1) to O(log N ). The speedup allows for high fidelity simulations of much larger networks that would otherwise have been too prohibitive in wall-clock time to simulate with current approaches. We implemented our approach in ns-3 and demonstrated a significant speedup in the simulation of wireless networks. In the rest of this paper, we describe and analyze our approximation algorithm for faster simulation of wireless networks, called KMsim (pronounced as kim-sim), which relies on two tree structures: a k-d tree and a modified min-heap (MMH). We then describe simulations comparing KMsim with today's traditional approach on the basis of runtime performance and simulation fidelity. We conclude this work and propose other ideas to further speed up simulation of mobile wireless networks.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider the DES of a mobile wireless network with N nodes in a shared channel. Transmission events by nodes cause reception events at every node. A data packet is successfully received at a node if the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is above a certain threshold. The problem is:
Can one simulate communication events faster than O(N )?
In the standard approach, which we call BFsim (pronounced bif-sim), a mobility event just involves updating the motion parameters of a node, which can be executed in constant time, O(1). A transmission event has a runtime complexity of O(N ) because it involves scheduling a packet reception event at every single node. In recent studies [5] , reception events are not scheduled in all nodes but the querying for which nodes to schedule on is still an O(N ) algorithm. A packet reception is only successful if the SINR is above a given threshold.
In real wireless networks, in order to maximize throughput, nodes typically transmit at low power. The transmit power is large enough to lead to successful reception at a short range (for mobile ad hoc networks, this range is usually less than 100 meters) and small enough that it causes very little interference at moderately larger ranges. Furthermore, the total number of simultaneous transmissions in a localized region is small in order to limit interference in the wireless network and not render the channel unusable [6] . So the BFsim approach of scheduling a reception event at every node leads to unnecessary events with negligible increase in the fidelity of the simulation.
III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION A. Clipping
In our algorithm, a transmission event at space-time (p, t) only causes reception events at nodes that are within distance r from p at time t, where r is a design parameter. This is an approximation that holds valid as long as the node density, and more precisely the density of simultaneous transmissions, does not grow without bound as the network size increases. A key assumption that we make is that the node density is invariant with the network size. Prior research [6] has shown that this must be the case in order for the total network throughput to increase with the network size. In order to see why our assumption breaks down when the node density scales with the network size, consider a unit disc with N nodes. Any radius r ≤ 1 has a node population that scales with O(r 2 ) while the interference per user scales as O(r −2 ) and the total interference contribution from nodes beyond any r is significant. So in this case, a clipping approach could drastically underestimate the interference. Our sample studies show that the loss in simulation fidelity due to clipping can be made negligible by adjusting the clipping range. Clipping is extensible to general channel models by mapping distancemeasures to SINR.
A naive implementation of clipping would still lead to a O(N ) algorithm but the KMsim algorithm reduces this to O(log N ). The KMsim algorithm utilizes two key tree structures: (a) a k-d tree for spatial indexing and fast retrieval of neighbor lists, clipped to a given range, during communication events and (b) a modified min-heap (MMH) that tracks motion events that do not require an immediate update of the k-d tree. We considered another spatial indexing tree structure, the Rtree variant [7] , for retrieval of neighbor lists, but found that the k-d tree open source implementation called the Spatial C++ Library [8] had better performance than the open source implementations of R -tree that we tested.
A broad description of the algorithm is as follows. At initialization of a wireless simulation, all nodes positions are mapped into the k-d tree. The MMH is then used to track a crossing time, t cross , for each node, defined as the time at which the node crosses an imaginary sphere of radius r D centered at the k-d tree location when traveling at its current velocity. Hence, for all simulation times less than the t cross for a node, we know its location must be within that sphere and when making a query for neighbors within a transmission range, we can query the k-d tree with range equal to r D + r (triangle inequality bound). When a node crosses its range-sphere and the node is relevant for communications, its position is updated in the k-d tree. The detailed setup, initialization, and running of our algorithm is described in the following subsections.
B. Setup
The setup described here applies to a general PDES of wireless networks. However, in our studies, we limit our focus to KMsim in a non-parallel simulation. As of the time of this work, our preferred network simulator, ns-3, has not implemented a PDES engine for wireless network simulations.
Consider a PDES with many logical processes (LPs), with each LP representing a fixed geographical region in the simulation world. An LP is in charge of simulating events in its region, which may have zero or more wireless nodes. A transmission within an LP region can only reach a fixed number of neighboring LP regions. Each simulated wireless node maintains the following states:
• geographical position stored in the k-d tree p k , which serves as the key in the k-d tree; • last updated waypoint position p l , which is not necessarily the same as p k ; • last update-time t l corresponding to p l ; • current velocity v l , defined as the vector interpolating the current waypoint position and the next waypoint position; • next time to update waypoint position & velocity, t n . This is the time at which a node's position and velocity will be updated; • crossing-time, t cross . This value is the time at which this node crosses a sphere of radius r D centered at the k-d tree position (p k ) as long as it is less than t n . If not, then is set to infinity. The crossing-time is also the key in the modified minimum heap (MMH). The MMH has two data structures: (i) a min-heap and (ii) a hash table. Nodes whose current t cross < ∞ are in the min-heap and the rest are in the hash table. When a node's t cross changes to infinity it gets moved from the min-heap to the hash table and when t cross changes from infinity to a finite value, the node gets moved from the hash table back into the min-heap; and • its position in the min-heap (i m ) for efficient deletion: this last piece is what distinguishes our modified minheap from a standard min-heap. Note that the position and velocity parameters are vectors.
C. Initialization
The simulation is initialized for each LP as follows: for each node inside an LP, define an initial set of values: p k = p l = p 0 , t l = 0, and v l = v 0 . The motion events that update nodes' velocities are scheduled which populates {t n }, some of which could be infinity. The initial positions of nodes are used to build a k-d tree. The initial velocity allows for the computation of the initial t cross , which is used to build the MMH in time O(N ). Nodes with t cross < ∞ are used to build a minimum heap. Nodes with t cross = ∞ are stored in a hash-table with their node-id as the key. Note that these include both stationary nodes as well as nodes whose velocity will be updated before they can cross the range-sphere at the current velocity. The packet transmission events for relevant nodes are scheduled.
D. Running the Simulation
There are essentially four classes of events during the simulation run: (i) transmission events (Tx) and (ii) motion events (Mv), (iii) node additions (Add) and (iv) node deletions (Del). i) 1) Tx Event:
Consider the execution of a transmission event at space-time of (p, t), i.e., t is the current simulation time. The source LP schedules reception events on itself and neighboring LPs after a delay based on the packet size and bandwidth, that are within the transmit range, r T X . The execution of a reception event at an LP consists of several steps. We first update the current position of all the nodes in the LP that have crossed their range-spheres. This is done as follows. We poll the MMH repeatedly examining the minimum key t m := min{t cross }. If t m > t we stop, else the corresponding node, which is at the root of the MMH, has crossed the range-sphere. We then update the t cross of the root node and bubble-down. This is more efficient than a delete followed by an insert in a min-heap. In the case where the updated t cross = ∞ we delete this node from the min-heap and insert it in the hash table; this can be done efficiently using the node's tracked position in the min-heap (i m ). For each node whose old t cross was less than t we update the k-d tree geographical position parameter: p k → p l + (t − t l )v l . We then poll the k-d tree for nodes within range (r + r D ) from p. This list will include every node that is within r from p at time t: If a node at time t is within distance r from p and its position at t is within distance r D from the position in the k-d tree, then by the triangle inequality its position in the k-d tree is within distance r + r D from p. We do not update the k-d tree geographical position parameter, p k , of the nodes returned by the k-d tree. We schedule a reception if their positions at time t would put them within r of point p.
2) Mv Event:
Consider the execution of a move event at time t on a node. Executing this event might lead to an update of the node's position in the MMH. But contrary to intuition, it might not lead to any change in the k-d tree. The following node parameters: p l , t l , v l , t cross will get updated in order: p l → p l + (t − t l )v l , t l = t, and v l from the mobility model. There are two sub-cases. The first involves a move event of a node within the LP (region associated with the LP). That is, the new velocity of the node is such that it will remain inside the LP until its next move event. In this case there is no change to its position inside the k-d tree. Consider the MMH: if t cross ≤ t, implying that the node has already crossed the range-sphere then there is nothing to be done. If the old t cross is greater than t then the new velocity could potentially lower its t cross . As an example consider a previously stationary node that is now moving. The new t cross is obtained using the updated p l and v l and the equation:
In this equation we have used a conservative calculation for t cross , since the true t cross is at least this large. For better accuracy one can solve a quadratic expression derived from vector arithmetic (see Figure 1) . Next, the position of this node within the min-heap is appropriately moved up. Note that this is not necessarily a root node of the min-heap and hence its position i m within the min-heap is utilized to perform this operation in O(log N ). Also, note that the min-heap only consists of mobile nodes, since stationary nodes are stored in the hash table. If the number of mobile nodes in the network is a small fraction of the total population N then this runtime could be constant in practice.
In the second case, where a node's move event (waypoint change) will result in it exiting the current LP before its next move event, the LP schedules a deletion of the node on itself and an addition on the neighboring LP at the time of the crossover. The t cross update is similar to the case where the node remains within the LP with one exception: if it turns out that the node will cross the current LP before it crosses its range-sphere, then we set t cross to infinity. 3) Add Event:
The LP updates the node's parameters using:
It then inserts the node in its k-d tree and MMH.
4) Del Event:
The LP deletes the node from the k-d tree and MMH. In the latter it utilizes the node's i m if t cross is finite.
IV. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF KMSIM AND BFSIM
In this section, we analyze the computational complexity of executing transmission and move events, where move events refer to events that change a node's waypoint. The reception events are clearly O(1) in KMsim as only the single receiving node is served by the simulator.
In the initialization phase, each LP builds a k-d tree and a MMH. For algorithmic efficiency, the k-d tree needs to be close to a balanced tree. A fully balanced k-d tree with N nodes can be built in time O(N log 2 N ) using repeated sort [9] . Faster constructions in time O(N log N ) exist that give nearly balanced trees that might be sufficient in practice. The MMH is a combination of a min-heap and a hash table. Each of these can be constructed in time O(N ) [10] .
A. Cost of a Transmission Event
Consider a transmission event at some point in time. Due to the network size-invariant node density assumption (Section III-A), we presume that the total number of nodes within range r+r D is bounded by some integer k. The event has three parts -(i) an update of the MMH (ii) an update of the k-d tree (iii) the polling of the k-d tree for nodes within r + r D from a point p and the processing of the output. We will show that the first two of these can be performed in time k × O(log N ), where N is the total number of simulated nodes. The third item is a k-d tree range query followed by a distance computation for each node in the neighborhood. It is well known that range queries in a d > 1 dimensional k-d tree takes time O(n 1−1/d ) [11] . However, over various simulation scenarios with uniform node density, we observe that the average range query cost is O(log n). We have run hundreds of range-query simulations with node population ranging from hundred to hundred thousand (Section VI) and the range query cost fits O(log n) with R 2 > 0.99. So the average cost of the third item is k + O(log N ).
1) Update of MMH: For each of the k nodes, we incur at most the cost of a min-heap update. The per-node computation cost is O(log N ). If the updated t cross is a finite value, then it percolates down the min-heap from the root to its correct position in O(log N ) (heap bubble-down operation). If the updated value of t cross is infinity, then it gets deleted from the root of the min-heap which takes time O(log N ) and added to the hash table in O(1).
2) Update of k-d tree: An update of a k-d tree entry key is a deletion followed by an insertion. We use the old k-d tree position key (p k ) to delete the nodes within a k-d tree. We reinsert these nodes with the updated position p k . Since the k-d tree is balanced, this has a per-node cost of O(log N ).
B. Cost of Move, Deletion, and Add Events
A node move-event could potentially result in the lowering of t cross and lead to an update of the min-heap. The node position within the min-heap, i m , is used to compare its key with its parent and percolate the node up the tree (heap bubbleup operation). The cost of this operation is O(log N ).
For a deletion event, if the node is in the min-heap, then its position i m is used to swap with the rightmost leaf of the min-heap, which is subsequently deleted. The node at i m is then appropriately moved up or down the min-heap to its correct position using its key t cross . The cost of this operation is O(log N ). The deletion to a balanced k-d tree is a O(log N ) operation.
Adding a node to MMH of new LP is an O(log N ) operation: it is the standard heap insertion of adding to the heap bottom and bubbling up. The insertion to a balanced k-d tree is an O(log N ) operation.
V. SELECTION OF r D AND r
The clipping radius for transmission (r) is the distance beyond which we ignore the interference caused from a transmission. It depends on the transmit power, receiver gain, channel conditions and network density. In order to attain high accuracy in simulations, one needs this r to be a multiple of the maximum per-antenna range for a successful simulation of the underlying protocol. The concept of clipping range also assumes that the nodes beyond r have a total interference that is negligible. This needs to be verified by analyzing the underlying network applications. Our simulations described in Section VI, suggest that r = 4r T X is sufficient.
The returned list size from an MMH query is indirectly proportional to r D , while the returned list size from the k-d tree is directly proportional to r D . This means that r D needs to balance the computational cost of querying these two data structures. We want the two lists to be small (constant size) compared to the number of simulated nodes in a LP. We have found that setting r D to be a small multiple of r yields good results. In our simulations we found that, r D = r outperformed the r D = 2r and r D = 4r configurations (see Figure 2 ).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We discuss multiple simulations that show the superior performance of KMsim over the BFsim approach. Two of the most commonly used network simulators, ns-3 and OPNET, are also used in our studies. The ns-3 simulations demonstrate that KMsim can be orders of magnitude faster than BFsim at large network sizes (Figure 3) . Our simulations are performed on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2697 @ 2.70 GHz processor.
A. Comparing Runtime of KMsim and BFsim
As a simple proof of concept, our first experiment was a hypothetical setting that models a random distribution of wireless nodes with exponentially distributed arrival rate of motion and communication events. As this study does not particularly use any sophisticated mobility models or particular network routing and application models, it is somewhat agnostic to modelspecific effects. Our focus was to investigate the premises for which KMsim is expected to outperform today's traditional approach. In subsequent sections, we evaluate KMsim under more realistic wireless simulation scenarios.
In this study, we varied the number of nodes in the simulation from 1,000 nodes to 100,000 nodes. The mean time for communication events per node was set at 1 tick, while the mean time for mobility events (waypoint changes) was set to 100 × mean time for communication events, meaning that waypoint positions update slower than the time for data communications by a factor of 100. We simulated 1,000 units (ticks) of time. The total wall clock time is proportional to the number of simulation ticks. This means that if one has to estimate the wall clock time taken to simulate a million ticks of the same number of nodes, then one can simply multiply the runtime for 1,000 ticks by 1,000. The simulation world has dimensions of 10,000 × 10,000 × 100 m. For the KMsim comparison plots, we executed three sets of experiments under the network size-invariant density specification: (i) r D = 4r (ii) r D = 2r, and (iii) r D = r. The runtime comparison of BFsim and KMsim in the two scenarios is shown in Figure 2 .
As can be seen, the KMsim approach significantly outperforms the BFsim approach for all node counts shown. This superiority will increase as the number of communication events per mobility event increases. We reiterate that higher communication events per mobility event does not imply lack of frequent node movement but rather that the frequency of changing direction and speed is slower. Realistic simulations of wireless networks are expected to tend towards higher communication event per mobility. From Fig 2, we see that at 100,000 nodes, BFsim takes 340,440 seconds (or 3 days 22 hrs 34 min) to complete the same simulation that only runs in wall clock time of 2358 seconds (or 39 min 18 seconds) for KMsim with r D = r. We did not perform a parameter sweep for optimal choices of the range-sphere, but the plots in Figure 2 already show KMsim's superior performance for the choices of r D = r, r D = 2r, and r D = 4r.
B. Comparing Performance on ns-3
In this setup, the popular ns-3 network simulator was configured to use the range propagation loss model for wireless communications. The network was a static grid meaning that all nodes were stationary. The reason for choosing a static grid was for simplicity in simulation verification and to reduce focus on runtime variations between runs. Every node has an exponentially distributed communication time with a mean of 10 minutes. The simulated period was 1 day. Every node broadcasts a status packet that is received by its neighbors within the transmission range. The runtime results are averaged from 10 independent Monte Carlo runs. The simulations were performed with and without full-fledged reception event logic. Without full-fledged reception the reception events were no-op operations in the simulation logic; this allows us to precisely observe transmission events in absentia of cascading communications from received streams.
In the simulations, the k-d tree result reflects only half of the KMsim concept because the nodes were stationary, so no MMH updates were necessary. In both BFsim and KMsim, clipping was still used to eliminate scheduling of reception events where the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio is negligible [1] , [5] . The comparison of the simulation runtime is shown in Figure 3 . The result represented in Figure 3 shows that an implemented KMsim in ns-3 exhibits a runtime of O(N log N ) as opposed to O(N 2 ), and this translates to a speedup of 3.5X at a grid size of 125 × 125 nodes.
To improve accuracy of the runtime performance gain due to clipping with the KMsim technique, we simulated full-fledged reception events; our previous result in Figure 3 used no-op operations for reception events allowing a stronger focus on the effect of transmission events on simulation runtime. As shown in Figure 4 , KMsim provides a simulation speedup reaching about 2,000X at 50 × 50 nodes (read from the secondary axis of the graph). This runtime performance gain holds true with negligible loss in simulation fidelity (discussed next in Section VI-C).
C. Simulation Fidelity after Clipping
Here, we discuss the effect of clipping the transmissions in a wireless network on the fidelity of the simulation. The setup constituted a wireless grid topology similar to what was described in Section VI-B but we used OPNET as the simulator. The transmission range of the nodes was set to 400 meters and the grid had a size of 20×20. The nodes used Dynamic Source Routing [12] , [13] for packet routing. The measured metric was the end-to-end delay between packets originating from the top-left corner (source) to the bottom-right corner (destination) of the grid. The source node transmitted every ten seconds. There was additional background traffic generated by the rest of the nodes to random destinations (not including the two nodes of interest). This background traffic had an inter-packet generation time that is uniformly distributed between [9 10] seconds. The packet size was constant and slightly above 200 bits while the wireless data rate was 1 Mbits/s. We explored various clipping ranges ranging from 500 m to 9,000 m. The simulation runtime ranged from approximately five minutes (500 m) to about two hours (9,000 m).
We periodically collected end-to-end delay time. We compare the delay profile results with and without clipping. The metric used for this comparison is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the end-to-end delay. Figure 5 shows this delay profile distribution for the baseline (no clipping) and various clipping regimes in our simulation. Each point of the end-to-end delays is computed from the average of 10 independent samples (using different random seeds) collected at the same time interval in the simulation. We also computed the relative error (RE) defined as:
between a clipped simulation ({y i }) and the baseline ({x i }) for various clippings where the 'hat' (ˆ) denotes the sorted vector of size n. In this simulation, since we have the CDFs, we used the induced end-to-end delays at fixed percentile values for the elements in the summations ({x i } and {y i }).
The percentile values were 5%, 10%, ..., 95%. The relative error, as expected, monotonically decreased on average with respect to the clipping range. Table I compares the end-toend delay at various clipping ranges, which is a subset of the clipping ranges we examined. Notice that even at 500 m, the RE is already below 10%. Table I also shows agreeable range of values for the end-to-end delay profile; the relative errors are statistically negligible and not distinguishable from values obtained by simply re-running the simulations with other random seeds. OPNET was used in this study because its tools made it easier for experiment instrumentation, data collection, and analysis; however, in Section VI-B, we used ns-3 because of our familiarity with the open source code.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have described a new approach for rendering previously impractical wireless network simulations practical. The runtime complexity of current approaches for simulating large wireless networks limits the size of current studies. Using our approach, we have demonstrated exponential speedup of communication events. This translates to a performance improvement that grows with the count of simulated nodes, which is two orders of magnitude improvement at 100,000 node count. In general, our approach has a O(N log N ) runtime as opposed to O(N 2 ) runtime of traditional approaches. The key data structures used in our approach are: (i) a minheap used to identify when node positions need to be updated and (ii) a k-d tree used to compute the neighbors of a data transmitting node.
This work focuses on the simulation of wireless networks and we predict that our approach has immediate applicability to other simulations where nodes are mobile and frequent interactions exist between nodes on the basis of neighborhood as seen in disease propagation and other models.
Many wireless networks have humans as the underlying simulated nodes. Various research studies on human motion have demonstrated that human motion does not fit the random walk that is typically used in simulations. Human motion is fairly predictable, has strong correlations, and is often distributed in clusters, where these clusters can be work and home locations. This information can be leveraged by PDES to partition the simulation region in order to reduce inter-LP communication thereby improving simulation runtime. Thus, research in graph-partitioning algorithms can inform good load-balancing of mobile wireless networks PDES.
